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The first observation of gravitational waves and electromagnetic emission from a neutron star
merger in August 2017 highlighted the importance of these events for element formation through
the rapid neutron capture process. We describe simulations of neutron star mergers with an
advanced treatment of weak interactions, which are important to obtain reliable predictions of the
composition of the outflows from these events. Our simulation data are post-processed by nuclear
network calculations to obtain the abundance pattern in the ejecta.
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1. Introduction to BNS mergers

Neutron stars (NSs) are the final remnant product of the collapsed core of a massive star formed
in core-collapse supernova. They are one of the most dense objects found in the universe with a
mass of 1-2 𝑀⊙ and a radius of about 10-15 km. This implies densities that exceed several times
the nuclear saturation density. A binary system of NSs consists of two neutron stars that inspiral
for millions of years and finally merge within the timescale of a few milliseconds. Depending on
the equation of state (EoS) of high-density matter, they either promptly collapse into a black hole
(BH) or become a massive differentially rotating NS [1]. The gravitational wave signal emitted
from these binary neutron star (BNS) mergers provides immediate constraints on the EoS, which is
not precisely known. In addition, BNS mergers are progenitors of short gamma ray burst (sGRB).
The ejecta from mergers provide favourable conditions for the rapid neutron capture process (r-
process), which forms about half of all heavy nuclei. So far, BNS mergers are the only confirmed
astrophysical site, where this process takes place [2].

2. Observational evidence

The first unambiguous multi-messenger detection of a BNS merger was GW170817 [3, 4].
It was observed not only by graviational waves but also through gamma, X-rays, UV, optical, IR,
radio emission with the optical transient, the so called kilonova [5, 6], being visible over days. The
kilonova is generated by thermal emission from an initially opaque, hot, expanding ejecta cloud,
which becomes transparent on the timescale of days, i.e. the luminosity peaks on these timescales.
The emission shifts from blue to red, which is often interpreted as originating from different ejecta
components, where the blue emission stems from lanthanide poor material and the reddish emission
from lanthanide rich material that has a high opacity (e.g. [7]). The spectrum of the kilonova shows
broad absorption features, which were associated with strontium [8]. Strontium is an element which
is produced by the r-process, providing strong evidence that this nucleosynthesis process took place
in the ejecta of GW170817. Considering estimated merger rates and the estimated ejecta mass of
GW170817 suggests that BNS mergers are one of the major sources of heavy element production
in the Universe.

3. Dynamical simulation with neutrinos

The interpretation of kilonovae is heavily based on numerical simulations. To simulate BNS
merger systems, we use a relativistic smoothed particle hydrodynamics code [9] that employs the
conformal flatness condition to solve the Einstein field equations. Here, we consider a 1.35-1.35
M⊙ binary system described by the SFHo [10] or DD2 EOS [11, 12]. The simulation is ran until
∼ 20𝑚𝑠 after the merger took place. Regarding the r-process, a key parameter to quantify the
amount of neutrons is the electron fraction 𝑌𝑒, since it determines the neutron to seed ratio [2]. The
large temperatures occurring during the merger lead to weak interactions modifying the electron
fraction in a fair portion of the ejecta. These changes are attributed to the large amount of neutrinos
produced at those temperature and their interaction with free protons and free neutrons, which
changes the ejecta composition in a significant amount. Most important are beta reactions:
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Figure 1: Luminosity of different neutrino species (electron neutrino, electron anti-neutrino and a single
heavy neutrino species) as function of time for a 1.35-1.35M⊙ BNS system with the SFHo EoS.

a𝑒 + 𝑛↔ 𝑝 + 𝑒− (1)
ā𝑒 + 𝑝 ↔ 𝑛 + 𝑒+. (2)

Also, the high temperatures lead to numerous electron-positron pairs, and in particular positron
captures on neutrons increase 𝑌𝑒 [2]. These considerations exemplify the importance of including
these reactions in hydrodynamical merger simulations.

We use a state of the art neutrino treatment. The ILEAS scheme (Improved Leakage Equili-
bration Absorption scheme) [13] includes three types of neutrinos: electron neutrinos a𝑒, electron
anti-neutrinos ā𝑒 and a𝑥 represents the heavy neutrinos combined as a single type. Unlike tradi-
tional leakage schemes [14], this method takes into account not only the leakage of energy and
neutrinos from the optically thick region, but also the re-absorption of neutrinos in optically thin
regions using a sophisticated ray-tracing algorithm. Finally, at each time step of the simulation, the
scheme includes an equilibration step to conserve the lepton number in the optically thick region.
The complete details of the scheme can be found in [13].

Once the simulation finished, for post-processing and nuclear network calculations, we extract
the trajectories (the evolution of the density, temperature and 𝑌𝑒) of each of the individual unbound
fluid elements (because of the SPH method we often use the term ’particle’ to refer to a specific
fluid element). Ejecta particles are identified by considering an energy criterion comparing kinetic,
thermal and gravitational energy to judge which fluid elements become gravitationally unbound [9].

Figure 1(a) shows the luminosity of each of the individual neutrino species, i.e. electron
neutrino, electron anti-neutrino and a single species of heavy neutrinos. We note that neutrino
emission is stronger in the polar directions compared to the equatorial ones, which results in more
significant change of 𝑌𝑒 along the poles e.g. [13].

4. Network calculation

We start a time-dependent nuclear network calculation for each SPH particle when the tempera-
ture of the ejected particle drops to 1 MeV (∼ 1010𝐾). If the temperature of the particle is still above
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Figure 2: The combined total abundance from each ejected particle for a 1.35-1.35M⊙ BNS system with the
SFHo EoS compared to the solar abundance. The blue, green and purple lines display the abundance for the
ejecta binned by their polar angle \ (blue: 0◦ < \ < 15◦, green: 0◦ < \ < 30◦ and purple: 0◦ < \ < 45◦).
The grey lines visualize the abundance pattern of all individual trajectories.

1 MeV at the end of the simulation, we use the temperature reached at the end of the hydrodynamical
simulation. And, we use the same nuclear reaction network as in [15]. In these calculations, 𝑌𝑒
is taken to be the value reached at the end of the hydrodynamical simulation as it already reached
a plateau at these times for most of the ejected particles. For the given temperature and 𝑌𝑒 the
initial ejecta composition is obtained by assuming nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) together
with the density from the SPH data. Since the nucleosynthesis calculations cover a period of time
beyond the end of the hydrodynamical simulation, the density evolution is extrapolated assuming
homologous expansion that fulfills the condition 𝜌(𝑡)𝑟 (𝑡)3 = 𝜌0𝑟

3
0 . Here 𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑟0 + 𝑣0(𝑡 − 𝑡0) with

𝑟0 and 𝑣0 being the radial position and velocity at time 𝑡0 at the end of the simulation time (∼ 20𝑚𝑠
after merger). The density evolution is obtained using the expression

𝜌(𝑡) = 𝜌0

(
Δ + 𝑡0
Δ + 𝑡

)3
(3)

where Δ =
𝑟0
𝑣0

− 𝑡0.

From the nucleosynthesis network calculations, we finally obtain the abundance for each
individual trajectory. We combine all trajectories to compute the total abundance, which is compared
to the solar abundance. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a 1.35-1.35M⊙ binary system with the SFHo EoS
and in Fig. 3 for the same setup with the DD2 EoS. In addition, we assess the abundance pattern with
respect to different polar angles. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the abundance pattern for trajectories
being binned by their polar angle \, 0◦ < \ < 15◦, 0◦ < \ < 30◦ and 0◦ < \ < 45◦. Along the polar
directions, the ejecta is predicted to have a low lanthanide fraction. Correspondingly, higher𝑌𝑒 also
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Figure 3: The combined total abundance from each ejected particle for a 1.35-1.35M⊙ BNS with the DD2
EoS compared to the solar abundance. The yellow, orange and blue lines display the abundance for the ejecta
binned by their polar angle \ (yellow: 0◦ < \ < 15◦, orange: 0◦ < \ < 30◦ and blue: 0◦ < \ < 45◦).

lead to a significant decrease of the abundance of heavy elements. We observe that there exists a
clear correlation between the initial 𝑌𝑒 composition of the ejecta and the produced heavy elements,
which aligns with literature results (see [2] for a review). Our nuclear network calculations also
yield the heating rate by radioactive decays, which are used for advanced kilonova modelling by
radiative transfer codes [16].

5. Conclusions

We successfully ran full BNS merger simulations that include neutrinos with a state of the art
leakage-equlibration-absorption scheme and did full nucleosynthesis network calculations based
on trajectories extracted from the simulations. The results corroborate that BNS mergers are an
important site for r-process nucleosynthesis. Our calculations are used for sophisticated kilonova
modelling. A large set of runs for a parameter study with different binary masses and EoSs will be
done in the future together with nucleosynthesis and radiative transfer calculations.
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